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Participants

Moderator:
  • William Richards Adrion, Professor Emeritus of Computer Science

Panelists:
  • John Cunningham, Interim CEO Of UMassOnline and Vice President of Academic Affairs “Updates From UMassOnline”
  • John Wells, Associate Dean For Professional Programs And Professor Of Operations & Information Management “Experiences With Online Education in the Isenberg School of Management”
  • Diane Keedy, MBA Student, ISOM “Student Perspective on Online Education”
  • Marilyn Billings, Scholarly Communication & Special Initiatives Librarian “Open Educational Resources For Online And On-campus Education”
  • Drew Morrison, Student, Environmental Science “Student Perspective on Open Education”
What this is and is not about

- This panel will cover current activities and initiatives
  - UMassOnLine
  - Amherst campus experiences with on-line curricula
  - Open Educational Resources
- This panel will not cover directly emerging issues
  - MOOCs, flipped classrooms, blended learning, new pedagogies, etc.
- Next steps
  - Campus Forum?
  - TLT Roundtable?
  - Other?